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Abstract-Detailed results of statistical data processing are given for 346 processes sensitive to solvent
effects using previously proposed set of eight (residual) solvent constant scales as descriptors. Physico-
chemical sense of these descriptors is discussed. Although the set of descriptors used is almost orthogonal,
in some processes with incomplete samples of data the weight contributions of descriptors include[mixed]
components, depending on the presence of more than one regressor in the model.

In the preceding communication [1] on this topic
we described a procedure for the refinement of the
previously proposed minimal set of descriptor scales
[2], which is sufficient for satisfactory multilinear
description of the remaining columns in a data sample
for 359 processes and solvent parameter scales
(columns) in 45 solvents. The complete list of pro-
cesses and solvents and relevant references are given
in [1], and the present communication follows the
same numbering of processes and solvents. The initial
set included 9 descriptors which were mainly param-
eters of two alternative models, Koppel’3Pal’m [3]
and Kamlet3Abboud3Taft [4]: polarity parameterY,
polarizability parameterP, molar refractionMR,
squared Hildebrandt solubility parameterdH

2, basicity
and acidity parametersB andE, and Kamlet3Abboud3
Taft parametersp* , b, and a, which were subjected
to the [refinement] procedure by substracting the
contributions depending on scales with lower serial
numbers. The above set ensures considerably higher
accuracy in the description of solvent effects for
346 processes [5], as compared with the particular
models taken separately.

The minimal set of descriptor scales [1] was refined
by statistical pocessing of the whole extended data set
using the modified descriptor scale selection proce-
dure. In the above 9-scale set the acidity scaleE was
____________

* For communication II, see [1].
** This study was financially supported by the Estonian Science

Foundation (grant no. 3029).

replaced by the initialET (30) scale (no. 24). The main
factor governing selection of the initial set was to
attain sufficiently low interrelation between the initial
descriptor scales [2]. However, the final sample of
residual scales in almost any case was orthogonal;
therefore, we tested as additional descriptors some
residual scales corresponding to fairly large data series
which are poorly described by the given set of
descriptors. In addition, specific attention was given
to the significance of particular descriptors. For this
purpose, we took into account the effect of additional
scales, which can be simulated by samples of random
numbers. We also improved the procedures for ex-
cluding insignificant descriptors and those responsible
for inadmissibly high level of the[pumping-over]
effect [2] in the data treatment for particular processes
and the procedure for excluding strongly deviating
points. We have found that for the series of processes
under study 8 residual solvent constant scales are
significant (i.e., they include almost no cross contribu-
tions); these scales are listed below (in parentheses are
given the corresponding scale serial numbers):Y(1),
P(2), d2

H rsd(7), Brsd(8), ET (30)rsd(24), p*
rsd(10),

brsd(11), and arsd(12) (the index [rsd] refers to
descriptor obtained by the refinement procedure).
After exclusion from each series of no more than three
strongly deviating points, the overall number of
excluded points for 346 processes was 194 (or 2.85%
of the total number of points). For 331 process (95.7%
of the overall number; RPDS set), the multiplecor-
relation coefficient R was greater than 0.95 (the
average value was 0.979; 0.973 for the complete set).
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The present communication reports on more
detailed description and analysis of the results of
statistical data treatment for 346 interrelated processes
listed in [1] with the aid of the proposed 8-scale
descriptor set. The complete tabulated results, includ-
ing free termsA0, coefficients Ck and weight con-
tributions Wk

0 (k is the descriptor number) to the dis-
persion of the corresponding terms in the correlation
equations, the number of statistical degrees of
freedom, multiple correlation coefficientsR corrected
for the number of degrees of freedom, determination
coefficientsR* [1] which characterize the dispersion,
and squared normalized standard deviationsS0

2, are
available from the authors.* Standard deviations are
also given for the free terms and coefficients. The
processes under study, solvent numbers for the
excluded points, and numbers of solvents involved in
the treatment are listed in [1].

Physicochemical interpretation of descriptors.
Most initial solvent scales (constituting the scale set
under study), from which residual descriptors were
derived, were modified by the refinement procedure
through subtraction of contributions depending on
the scales with lower serial numbers. Therefore,
a question arises so as to how their physicochemical
sense should be interpreted. Two descriptors taken
as basic ones from the classical electrostatic theory
(polarity Y and polarizability P) are almost ortho-
gonal; therefore, the polarizability parameterP was
not subjected to the refinement procedure. ThedH

2

scale (squared Hildebrandt solubility parameter),
which characterize the Gibbs energy for formation of
voids in bulk solvent, depends only onY (R = 0.54)
which describes 30.6% of the dispersion ofdH

2. The
basicity scaleB also depends onY (R = 0.25) but
insignificantly: the corresponding dispersion fraction
is as low as 8.6%. Subtraction of this contribution is
rather symbolic. However, forET (30) 82.6% of the
dispersion is described by the preceding descriptors.
The respective residual scale,ET (30)rsd, can be
regarded as a version of the acidity scaleE corrected
for the contribution of dH

2
rsd [6]. The first five

(residual) descriptors originating from the modified
Koppel’3Pal’m model [3] describe 85.1% of the
average dispersion for processes constitutingRPDS
(after exclusion of points). We may presume with
certainty that their physical sense is consistent with
the initial scale interpretation.

For most interrelated processes (hereinafter only
processes included in RPDS are meant) which are
____________
* The summary table containing the results of statistical treat-

ment is also available from http://www.chem.ut.ee/tktool/
files/Palm1.zip.

expected to be influenced by solvent bacicity theBrsd
parameter is characterized by a considerable weight
contribution ofW0

8 to the dispersion. LargeW0
8 values

are observed for all the declared basicity parameters
(in parentheses is given the number of the process
in the summary table of the results of statistical treat-
ment): Putela parameterBP (19), 0.75; Gutmann
donor numberDN (22), 0.87; general basicity param-
eterb1 (149), 0.52; basicity parameter of a soluteb2

H

(150), 0.63; Drago parametersCB (319), 0.90, andEB

(320), 0.70; 3DH0(BF3) (322), 0.87; for processes
proposed as mild basicity scales [7]:Culmax (139),
0.67; Bsoft (197), 0.86; donor power parameterDs
(205), 0.67; Nagai Lewis basicity parameter (273),
0.52; enthalpy of complex formation of iodine with
solvents in inert solvents (317), 0.97;m (333), 0.31.
Exceptions are only Svan parameterBA (14) and
parametersG proposed by Allerhand and Schleyer,
43 and 56. The same also applies to a number of other
processes which are sensitive to solvent nucleo-
philicity, e.g., infrared spectra of substituted phenols
(1813185), 19F chemical shifts of p-fluorophenol
(243), 1H chemical shifts of chloroform (263), proton
activity from mass spectrometry (326), 0.80, enthalpy
of dissolution of SnI4 in nonpolar solvents (332),
0.75, and standard Gibbs energies of cation transfer
from water to a given solvent (3343338). Thus the
parameter Brsd ensures satisfactory description of
most processes in which both Bro/ nsted and Lewis
basicities are important. Moreover,Brsd allows
description to be performed of not only processes
sensitive to hard basicity but also those depending
on soft basicity. This leads us to conclude that there
is no need of introducing additional soft basicity
parameters of solvents.

Large values ofW0
9 in ET (30)rsd were also found

for all declared acidity parameters: Svan parameter
AC (13), 0.34; Putela parameterPA (15); Svoboda
parameterAP (18); Gutmann acceptor numberAN
(23), 0.38; and Lewis acidity parameterEN

B (88), 0.25.
The ET (30)rsd scale is also essential for15N chemical
shifts of benzonitrile (261), 0.32; rate constants of
solvolysis of tert-butyl chloride at various tempera-
tures (270, 271), 0.16 and 0.17, and of methoxy-
2-methyl-2-phenylpropylp-toluenesulfonate (272),
0.3, which are characterized by considerable change
of electrophilic solvation of the basic center during
activation; and standard Gibbs energies of anion
transfer (3393342). Therefore, this descriptor can be
regarded as that characterizing acid properties of
a solvent, including both hard (hydrogen) and soft
components. The standard Gibbs energies of transfer
of Cl3, Br3, and I3 anions from water to a given
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solvent (3403342) can be described satisfactorily
without involving additional soft acidity parameter.

Obviously, the last three residual descriptors cannot
be interpreted in the same manner as initial dipolarity3
polarizability, p*-basicity (with respect to hydrogen
bond)b, and acidity (with respect to hydrogen bond)
a, for the corresponding constituents have already
been included in the contributions of the first five
descriptors substracted therefrom [1]. The weight
contributions ofY and P to p* are 0.569 and 0.211,
respectively. The weight contribution ofBrsd to b is
0.444, and that ofET (30)rsd to a is 0.414. The param-
eter p*

rsd describes 8.6% of the average dispersion
for processes constituting RPDS,brsd describes only
3.5%, andarsd, 3.1%.

In our first communication on this topic [2] we
presumed thatp*

rsd(10) can be regarded as a measure
of the residual ability to solvate cations. Our assump-
tion was based on the fact that theBA scale (14)
proposed by Svan and co-workers strongly depends
on p*

rsd (W0
10 = 0.27) but does not depend onBrsd.

Analysis of processes from the extended sample
shows that considerable contributions ofp*

rsd are
observed for all (except 2) 13 Menshutkin reactions
included in RPDS; for processes nos. 32, 275, 276,
277, 278, 279, 280, 288, 289, 293, and 302 [1] the
weight contributions ofprsd are, respectively, 0.344,
0.156, 0.511, 0.495, 0.472, 0.489, 0.471, 0.267,
0.268, 0.160, and 0.187 (for process no. 290W10 =
0.09; however, this process is not taken into account
since its [mixed] component is equal to 6.1).

A similar pattern is observed for the IR spectra of
a series of carbopnyl compounds: nos. 172, 173, 174,
175, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, and 214. The weight
contributions ofp*

rsd are, respectively, 0.533, 0.519,
0.706, 0.138, 0.226, 0.438, 0.254, 0.404, 0.404, and
0.507. However, the corresponding contributions are
insignificant, e.g., for the standard Gibbs energies
of cation transfer from water into a given solvent
(3343338). We can conclude thatp*

rsd is more likely
to reflect the ability for solvation of dipoles (dipolar
solvation).

Insofar as the average contributions of the last two
parameters,brsd andarsd, to description of interrelated
processes are small, it is difficult to assign them any
physicichemical sense. It is reasonable to assume
that they could reflect residual soft basicity and
acidity, respectively. A number of processes proposed
as soft basicity scales are related toBrsd rather than
to brsd (see above); only for the Nagai Lewis basicity
parameter (273) the weight contribution ofbrsd is
equal to 0.45. Also, we cannot draw any definite
conclusions onarsd.

Thus only six of the eight significant (residual)
descriptors can be assigned a definite physical sense.

[Mixed] components of weight contributions of
descriptors. It should be emphasized that the weight
contributions Wk

0 of descriptors to dispersion of
correlated quantities have both positive and negative
values. Statistical treatment of the results obtained
without excluding strongly deviating points showed
that the number of negativeWk

0 values is 19.5% of
the total number of weight contributions of significant
descriptors for all interrelated processes; the negative
values are more typical of contributions which are
smaller than 0.1 in absolute value. For greater con-
tributions, the fraction of negative values sharply
decreases. The weight contributions of descriptors are
determined by the formula [2]

W0
kj = Rkj X0kj,

where Rkj is the pair correlation coefficient for the
jth parameter andkth descriptor, andX0kj is the corre-
sponding normalized regression coefficient. The latter
may be represented as follows:

X0kj = SRlj R31
klj = Rkj R31

klj + SRlj R31
klj ,

l l # k

whereR31
klj is the corresponding element of the reversed

correlation matrix, andl is the descriptor index. After
substituting, we obtain Eq. (1):

W0
kj = (Rkj)

2 R31
klj + Rkj SRlj R31

klj
l # k

= (Rkj)
2 + (Rkj)

2 R31
klj + Rkj SRlj R31

klj . (1)
l # k

When the set of descriptors is completely ortho-
gonal, all elements of the reversed correlation matrix
(except for diagonal) are equal to zero, and the dia-
gonal elements are equal to unity. In this case

W0
kj = (Rkj)

2. (2)

This quantity may be only positive. As follows
from Eq. (2), when the set of descriptors is incom-
pletely orthogonal, the expression for weight contribu-
tion of a given descriptor containsW0

kj and an addi-
tional component depending on the other descriptors.
This component can be regarded as mixed, and it may
have a negative value.

Using the quantity (Rkj)
2 as a base constant of the

scale, we can write an expression for the normalized
weight contribution of a descriptor:
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W0
kj/(Rkj)

2 = 1 + Mkj ,

whereMkj is the normalized mixed component. Hence

Mkj = W0
kj/(Rkj)

2 3 1. (3)

The weight contributions of descriptorsW0
kj may

be negative only whenMkj < 0 and9Mkj9 > 1, i.e.,
it determines the main part of the weight contribution.
Therefore, the occurrence of negative weight con-
tributions indicates the determining role of mixed
components and incomplete orthogonality of the
descriptors used. Although the proposed set of eight
residual solvent constant scales is almost orthogonal,
their orthogonality is valid only for the complete
sample of lines. As concerns incomplete samples
typical of most real experimental data series, con-
siderable nonorthogonality is possible. The absolute
value of the normalized mixed component9Mkj9

characterizes the effect of nonorthogonality on the
weight contributions. When9Mkj9 is much greater
than unity, most part of the weight contribution is
determined by the mixed component. As a result, it is

impossible to definitely interpret the corresponding
weight contribution and coefficient as parameters
characterizing the effect of a given descriptor. The
summary table contains both weight contributionsW0

kj
and the correspondingMkj values.

Table 1 shows distribution of the overall numbers
of weight contributionsW0

k of significant descriptors
for all interrelated processes, depending on the range
of 9Mkj9 values before and after exclusion of strongly
deviating points. The distribution almost does not
change in going from RPDS processes to those be-
longing to the RRDS set (which are poorly described)
[1]. The fraction of contributions for which9Mkj9 > 1
is 31%. It is seen that the fraction of mixed com-
ponents clearly tends to decrease as the average
absolute values of weight contributions increase.
Although the majority of very small weight contribu-
tions are characterized by9Mkj9 > 1, a number of the
opposite examples can be given: process no. 58, for
arsd, W0

k = 0.004 andMkj = 0.076; no. 69, forarsd,

W0
k = 0.002 andMkj = 0.10; no. 294, forbrsd, W0

k =
0.003 andMkj = 30.17. We conclude that weight
contributions of descriptors cannot be used as dis-
criminating factor for their selection.

Table 1. Distribution of the total numbers of weight contributionsW0
k of significant descriptors for all interrelated

processes, depending on the range of absolute values of normalized mixed components9Mkj9 before and after excluding
strongly deviating points
ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ

³ Before excluding ³ After excluding
ÃÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ

9Mkj9 ³ R > 0.95 ³ R < 0.95 ³
all

³ R > 0.95 ³ R < 0.95 ³
all

range ³ (RPDS) ³ (RRDS) ³ ³ (RPDS) ³ (RRDS) ³
ÃÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄ
³ Na ³ W0

k
b ³ Na ³ W0

k
b ³ Na ³ W0

k
b ³ Na ³ W0

k
b ³ Na ³ W0

k
b ³ Na ³ W0

k
b

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÄ
0.030.1 ³ 210 ³ 0.3942³ 85 ³ 0.3454³ 295 ³ 0.3801³ 273 ³ 0.3858 ³ 16 ³ 0.3763³ 289 ³ 0.3853
0.130.2 ³ 148 ³ 0.3596³ 48 ³ 0.2314³ 196 ³ 0.3282³ 201 ³ 0.3469 ³ 6 ³ 0.2352³ 207 ³ 0.3437
0.230.5 ³ 325 ³ 0.2457³ 107 ³ 0.2364³ 432 ³ 0.2434³ 425 ³ 0.2477 ³ 15 ³ 0.1983³ 440 ³ 0.2460
0.531.0 ³ 209 ³ 0.1405³ 42 ³ 0.2667³ 251 ³ 0.1616³ 270 ³ 0.1567 ³ 3 ³ 0.2568³ 273 ³ 0.1578
1.032.0 ³ 179 ³ 0.0962³ 26 ³ 0.1322³ 205 ³ 0.1008³ 211 ³ 0.1048 ³ 1 ³ 0.2337³ 212 ³ 0.1055
2.035.0 ³ 181 ³ 0.0536³ 29 ³ 0.0661³ 210 ³ 0.0553³ 230 ³ 0.0644 ³ 3 ³ 0.1075³ 233 ³ 0.0650
5.0310.0 ³ 34 ³ 0.0203³ 13 ³ 0.0364³ 47 ³ 0.0247³ 52 ³ 0.0276 ³ 0 ³ 0.0000³ 52 ³ 0.0276
10.0325.0 ³ 20 ³ 0.0072³ 8 ³ 0.0376³ 28 ³ 0.0159³ 29 ³ 0.0110 ³ 0 ³ 0.0000³ 29 ³ 0.0110
25.0-50.0 ³ 7 ³ 0.0095³ 3 ³ 0.0111³ 10 ³ 0.0100³ 12 ³ 0.0104 ³ 0 ³ 0.0000³ 12 ³ 0.0104
50.03100.0 ³ 2 ³ 0.0030³ 0 ³ 0.0000³ 2 ³ 0.0030³ 3 ³ 0.0057 ³ 0 ³ 0.0000³ 3 ³ 0.0057
100.03250.0³ 1 ³ 0.0003³ 0 ³ 0.0000³ 1 ³ 0.0003³ 1 ³ 0.0003 ³ 0 ³ 0.0000³ 1 ³ 0.0003
250.03500.0³ 1 ³ 0.0001³ 1 ³ 0.0016³ 2 ³ 0.0009³ 1 ³ 0.0001 ³ 0 ³ 0.0000³ 1 ³ 0.0001
>500.0 ³ 0 ³ 0.0000³ 1 ³ 0.0005³ 1 ³ 0.0005³ 0 ³ 0.0000 ³ 0 ³ 0.0000³ 0 ³ 0.0000
All ³1317 ³ ³ 363 ³ ³ 1680 ³ ³ 1708 ³ ³ 44 ³ ³1752 ³
ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄ
a Number of weight contributionsW0

k of significant descriptors.
b Average absolute value of weight contribution.
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Table 2. Total numbers of significant descriptors and numbers of descriptors characterized by absolute values of
normalized mixed components9Mkj9 > 1 for the complete set of interrelated processes
ÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ

D a ³
3
Wk

b ³ Nsgn
c ³ Nsgn(9Mkj9 > 1)d ³ Fraction of (9Mkj9),e %

ÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÅÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ
Y ³ 0.4642+0.0998 ³ 307 ³ 19 ³ 6.19
P ³ 0.0652+0.0093 ³ 250 ³ 121 ³ 48.40
dH

2 ³ 0.1099+0.0182 ³ 236 ³ 126 ³ 53.39
B ³ 0.1359+0.0236 ³ 176 ³ 41 ³ 23.30
E ³ 0.0842+0.0128 ³ 221 ³ 67 ³ 30.32
p* ³ 0.0804+0.0127 ³ 221 ³ 49 ³ 22.17
b ³ 0.0310+0.0043 ³ 149 ³ 71 ³ 47.65
a ³ 0.0293+0.0037 ³ 171 ³ 51 ³ 29.82
ÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ
a Descriptor.
b Average effective weight contributions [1].
c Overall number of processes with a significant contribution of the given descriptor.
d Number of processes with a normalized value of mixed component greater than unity.
e Percentage of the latter processes with respect toNsgn.

There are also a few number of cases for which
significant weight contributions of descriptors are
concerned with9Mkj9 values much greater than unity.
In 15 cases, weight contributions of drescriptors with
9W0

k9 > 0.2 (10 of these are negative) are characterized
by 9Mkj9 > 2, e.g., for process no. 80,dH

2
rsd, W0

k =
30.24 andMkj = 32.8; no. 84,dH rsd

2, Mkj = 30.34 and
Mkj = 32.3; no. 165,dH

2
rsd, W0

k = 0.70, Mkj = 3.6;
no. 202, dH

2
rsd, W0

k = 30.41, Mkj = 32.3; no. 281,
dH

2
rsd, W0

k = 30.24,Mkj = 32.8; no. 323,Y, W0
k = 0.54,

Mkj = 2.4. When using the maximal allowable value
of Mkj equal to unity as a fairly rigid arbitrary addi-
tional criterion for selection of descriptors, the above
processes are described by quite different sets of
descriptors; in most cases the correlation quality
becomes considerably or much poorer. For example,
for process no. 80, the correlation coefficientR
changes from 0.960 to 0.921; no. 202, from 0.963 to
0.957; no. 281, from 0.952 to 0.742; no. 323, from
0.995 to 0.848. Therefore, the presence of significant
mixed components not only makes it impossible to
unambiguously interpret the corresponding weight
contributions as parameters characterizing the effect
of a particular descriptor but also creates illusions
of a better description of interrelated processes.

Nevertheless, significant mixed components in
weight contributions do not depreciate physical sense
of the above six descriptors, for in all cases the corre-
sponding absolute values of mixed components are
fairly small (considerably smaller than 0.5), except
for 19F chemical shifts ofp-fluorophenol (process
no. 243; B, Mkj = 1.2].

Table 2 compares the number of significant de-
scriptors for all interrelated processes characterized by
high absolute values of normalized mixed components
(9Mkj9 > 1) with the overall number of descriptors.
Their fraction, with a single exception, does not
exceed 50%. Therefore, for the sample of processes
under study the presence of a mixed component is
unlikely to affect the number and nature of the
required descriptors.

The question so as to whether the quantityMkj,
by analogy with SPUR values characterizing the
pumping-over effect [2], should be used as an addi-
tional criterion for selection of regressors included in
the model and which versions of the corresponding
procedure can be proposed requires separate study.
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